Plastic film can be recycled at:

**Safeway** (inside the store to the left on the main entrance) and **Town & Country** (bins near the entrance). If the bins just says “bags”, don’t worry. You can drop off ANY plastic film from the “Accepted” list below. If the Safeway bin is full, the Customer Service desk will take your film. If the Town & Country bin is full, any employee can tell you what to do. The plastic film is recycled by Trex to manufacture composite decking material.

### ACCEPTED FOR PLASTIC FILM RECYCLING (if clean and dry)

- Bread bags
- Bubble wrap
- Case/bulk item overwrap
- Dry cleaning bags
- Cereal/cracker box liners
- Furniture and electronic wrap
- Garbage bags
- Ice bags
- Newspaper/magazine wrap
- Pallet wrap
- Plastic grocery bags
- Plastic mailers *(Address stickers may be left on plastic mailers.)*
- Produce bags
- Shipping pillow *(popped)*
- Wood pellet bags
- Wrapping paper tube plastic
- Zip lock bags *(If it has a hard plastic piece, please remove in before recycling)*

### NOT ACCEPTED FOR PLASTIC FILM RECYCLING

Any plastic film with food residue *(If the film, e.g. zip lock bag is dry and has no food/contamination, it can be recycled as plastic film. Otherwise, it cannot be recycled and has to go in landfill/garbage.)*

- Candy wrappers
- Chip bags
- Compost bags
- “Crinkly” plastic *(e.g. pre-washed salad bags)*
- Degradable/compostable bags
- Frozen food bags *(While they look like other resealable bags, they are not. Apparently, frozen food bags are lined with a preservative that renders the plastic incompatible with the plastic film recycling process.)*
- Hard plastic
- Paper mailers with bubble wrap liners
- Pet food bags/kitty litter bags
- Potting soil bags
- Saran wrap *(It is a combination of plastic that Trex cannot recycle. Put in garbage/landfill.)*
- Six pack rings
- Snack cheese wrappers
- Styrofoam
- Zippered sheet/comforter bags